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Introduction
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic, severe systemic inflammatory disorder that affects 0.5%–1% of  the 
world population (1, 2). In addition to rheumatoid factors (RFs), approximately 70% of  RA patients harbor 
anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPAs) (3). These antibodies appear many years before the clinical 
onset (4, 5). The specificities of  these antibodies are quite heterogeneous. Although autoantibodies against 
several citrullinated antigens (such as fibrinogen, α-enolase, vimentin, collagen type II [CII], and fibronec-
tin) (6) have been identified, it is still unknown what causes the onset of  the inflammatory attack on the 
joints. There is no direct evidence that RFs or ACPAs of  human origin can induce arthritis.

Evidence for pathogenic effects by ACPAs have been reported from many in vitro assays, and these 
results support a hypothetical concept of  how ACPAs might contribute to arthritis onset in vivo. For exam-
ple, the immune complexes from RA synovial fluid can induce production of  cytokines by peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells (7). Furthermore, the immune complexes containing citrullinated fibrinogen are able to 
stimulate macrophages via Toll-like receptor 4 and Fc γ receptor (8). ACPAs from RA patients were shown 
to activate complement via both the classical and alternative pathways (9). Autoantibodies against citrulli-
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nated vimentin can activate osteoclasts (10). It is, however, unclear whether these results are due to effects 
by immune complex formation (10, 11) or dependent on specific recognition of  citrullinated epitopes on 
the osteoclast surface (10). Importantly, treatment with antibodies targeting B cells has proven to be effec-
tive, especially in seropositive RA patients (12).

Based on these findings, it has been assumed that autoantibodies do play a role in the triggering of  joint 
inflammation, and three different explanations have been proposed: (a) ACPAs target citrullinated proteins 
on osteoclasts, enhancing bone destruction that later develops into joint inflammation (11); (b) ACPAs are 
potentially pathogenic but either higher levels than threshold or another glycosylation pattern are needed to 
create more pathogenic immune complexes (11, 13); or (c) the specificity of  the ACPAs needs to be shifted 
into cross-reactivity to joint proteins (14, 15).

We have reported that a panel of  murine antibodies (denoted as ACC1, ACC3, and ACC4) against 
citrullinated C1 epitope, a major B cell epitope of  CII recognized in RA, could induce as well as promote 
arthritis in mice (16). Although these antibodies were originally established based on their reactivity to 
citrullinated CII, they do, like human ACPAs, cross-react with other classical citrullinated peptides, with 
corresponding antibody specificities widely occurring in RA (17).

These monoclonal murine ACPAs provide a unique possibility to investigate the molecular basis of  
arthritogenicity. Therefore, in the present study, we set out to identify cross-reactivity of  the ACC1 antibody 
at a molecular level. We found that increased exposure of  α chains in structurally less stable CII regions 
explains its affinity for the cognate epitope in both a triple-helical context or in free α chains. Important-
ly, this mode of  antibody recognition implies cross-reactivity with triple-helical epitopes with or without 
citrulline residues in native CII that are exposed in the joints in vivo, thereby providing a clue about the 
molecular determinants of  ACPA pathogenicity.

Results
Antibodies to the C1 epitope in RA. To investigate the citrulline specificity of  autoantibodies against the C1 
epitope (CII359-369: ARGLTGRPGDA), we synthesized 4 homotrimeric triple-helical peptides mimicking 
the native epitope on CII (Figure 1A and Table 1): the wild-type peptide C1_R-R with unmodified argi-
nine residues, peptide C1_CIT-R citrullinated at R360, peptide C1_R-CIT citrullinated at R365, and the 
peptide C1_CIT-CIT with both arginines substituted by citrulline. The antibody response to these peptides 
was analyzed in a Swedish RA cohort (TIRA2, 504 cases, 285 controls). Antibodies against each of  the 4 
triple-helical C1 peptides were found to be increased in RA patients compared with healthy controls (P < 
0.001 for all, Figure 1B and Table 1). Approximately 30% of  the RA patients had similar antibody titers for 
the peptides C1_CIT-CIT and C1_CIT-R, indicating that the citrulline at the first position (Cit360) in the 
C1 epitope is predominant (Table 1).

CII can maintain an overall compact triple-helical structure in the cartilage matrix, but it is also 
likely that the triple-helical structure could be dynamic, leading to local flexibility of  α chains, which 
allows interactions with other matrix molecules, such as integrins and enzymes (18). To explore this 
possibility, a set of  4 cyclic C1 α chain variants was synthesized and tested for antibody binding (Fig-
ure 1A and Table 1). The α chain peptides were also more frequently recognized in RA patients (P 
< 0.001 for all, Figure 1C and Table 1). In accordance with the binding to triple-helical peptides, the 
highest frequency of  positive results was observed for antibodies recognizing the first citrulline at posi-
tion 360 (sensitivity of  51% for C1-CIT360), whereas the peptide containing citrulline at position 365 
was less frequently recognized (sensitivity of  19% for C1-CIT365).

The question arises as to whether the antibodies against the triple-helical epitopes indeed bind the 
epitope when the α chain bulges out from the triple-helical structure, leading to cross-reactivity with the α 
chain in cyclic form. Hence, we analyzed the correlation between the occurrences of  these antibodies. As 
shown in Figure 2A, approximately 10% of  RA patients responded to unmodified C1 epitope regardless 
of  triple-helical conformation, and half  of  these patients also reacted to both triple-helical (C1_R-R) and 
α chain C1 variants (C1-R360 or C1-R365). Similarly, about 30% of  RA patients reacted to both the tri-
ple-helical peptide C1_CIT-R and the α chain peptide C1-CIT360, and 21% of  RA patients only respond 
to the α chain C1-CIT360, whereas almost none of  the patients reacted specifically to the triple-helical 
C1-CIT-R peptide (Figure 2B). The same relation was also found for the less prominent C1-CIT365 pep-
tide (Figure 2B). Taken together, this suggests that the α chain in the triple-helical epitope could mimic a 
free α chain, i.e., most likely due to a dynamic flexibility.
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Figure 1. Anti-C1 epitope antibody responses in RA. (A) The sequence of synthetic C1 epitope (CII259-269) variants. The lysine knot placed at the C 
terminus establishes the requisite register for triple-helix formation with the identical peptide strands, whereas two cysteine residues were added to a 
single α chain to achieve cyclization via disulfide bonds. Biotin was added to all peptides, as indicated for detection in Luminex assay. The corresponding 
citrullinated peptides have the same sequence, aside from substitution of arginine with citrulline residues at the given position, i.e., 360 and 365. O, 
(2S,4R)-4-hydroxyproline; Ahx, aminocaproic acid. (B and C) IgG response of the TIRA2 cohort (504 RA patients and 285 healthy controls) to peptides 
containing variants of the triple-helical C1 epitope (B) or to the cyclic α chain of the C1 epitope (C). All biotinylated peptides were captured on beads via 
recognition of NeutrAvidin, which was immobilized on the beads through amine coupling. Human serum samples were diluted 1:100 (v/v) in assay buffer 
and incubated for 60 minutes at room temperature on a shaker for preadsorption of unspecific antibodies. Then, the serum samples were transferred to 
a 384-well plate containing peptide-coated beads. After incubation at room temperature on a shaker for 75 minutes, all beads were washed with PBS-T 
and resuspended in a solution containing the secondary anti-human IgG Fcy-PE. After 40 minutes of incubation, the beads were washed with PBS-T and 
then measured. The median fluorescence intensity (MFI) was used to quantify the interaction of serum antibody with the given peptides. The red line 
indicates the cutoff value for positivity as described in the Methods. Mann-Whitney U test was used to calculate P values for differences between groups 
(*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001). The red line indicates the cutoff (median + 5 × median absolute deviation [MAD]) based on healthy 
controls. MFI, median fluorescence intensity; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; HC, healthy controls; RT, room temperature.
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In addition, we also compared the correlation of  antibody reactivity against the most prominent C1 
peptide, C1-CIT360, and the well-known citrullinated epitope CEP1 (Figure 2B). As with most ACPAs, 
the antibodies against citrullinated C1 epitope also show a high degree of  cross-reactivity with citrullinated 
peptides derived from different proteins, here exemplified by a partial cross-reactivity to enolase peptide 
CEP1. The frequency of  antibody response specific for the triple-helical structure, without cross-reacting 
with α chains, was 3%, but this result was still substantial (Figure 2A). Despite their infrequency, these 
antibodies could be of  importance, as they are known to bind to cartilage and initiate arthritis in mice (19).

In summary, the above data show that ACPAs recognizing triple-helical CII most likely target the mol-
ecule when the α chain is not in strict triple-helical conformation but is more flexible.

Cross-reactivity of  autoantibodies against citrullinated C1 epitopes. We have previously prepared a panel of  
mAbs to the citrullinated C1 epitope and demonstrated their pathogenicity (16). To further reveal the spec-
ificity of  3 of  these mAbs (ACC1, ACC3, and ACC4) and possibly uncover previously concealed epitopes, 
a set of  54 cyclic peptides, based on the entire human CII sequence in which arginine is substituted by 
citrulline, together with the corresponding set of  unmodified counterpart peptides, was synthesized and 
used in Luminex immunoassays (Supplemental Table 1; supplemental material available online with this 
article; https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.93688DS1). Both ACC1 and ACC3 cross-reacted with several 
of  the citrullinated or unmodified cyclic CII peptides to different extents (i.e., affinity). In agreement with 
our previous observation, ACC1 showed stronger binding affinity to C1-CIT365 than C1-CIT360 (Figure 
3A and Supplemental Figure 1A). However, since the C1-CIT360 is more frequently recognized by RA 
sera than C1-CIT365, we performed a solid-phase inhibition assay (Supplemental Figure 1B), showing that 
the binding of  human RA sera to the epitope C1-CIT360 was reduced by preincubation with ACC1. Sim-
ilarly, the nonarthritogenic mAb GB8 (16), specifically targeting denatured CII, showed broad-spectrum 
responses. In contrast, ACC4 showed specific binding to only the citrullinated C1 peptides C1_CIT-R and 
C1_CIT360, which is in good agreement with our previous report (16). As expected, the triple-helix–specif-
ic antibody CIIC1 (20) showed specific binding to the unmodified triple-helical C1 epitope.

We further assessed the cross-reactivity of  ACC1 with triple-helical peptides of  CII by surface plasmon 
resonance (SPR). We screened a set of  overlapping triple-helical peptides (each representing 8 successive 
G-X-Y motifs) based on the entire triple-helical region of  human collagen II (Supplemental Table 1). Sev-
eral triple-helical peptides were recognized by ACC1 (Figure 3B and Supplemental Table 2). The data 
showed ACC1 binding to the C1 epitope citrullinated at R365 (C1-T-CIT365), which is in good agreement 
with our previous result (16). Furthermore, the major CII epitope F4 (F4-T-CIT933) recognized by ACPAs 
in RA (14) also gave a positive signal. Considering possible triple-helicity defects in synthetic peptides, we 
further measured the binding of  ACC1 against a panel of  physiologically assembled recombinant triple-he-
lical CII peptides (21) and confirmed the same positive epitopes (Supplemental Figure 1C). Importantly, 
the same epitopes were revealed in both the α chain peptide library as well as in the synthetic and recom-
binant triple-helical peptide library, indicating that ACC1 binds to a shared epitope, most likely to a flexed 
and dynamic α chain protruding from triple-helical CII.

Table 1. Diagnostic performance of Luminex immunoassay using peptide variants of C1 epitope of CII in the TIRA2 cohortA

Name Sequence Sensitivity Specificity P value
C1_R-R (GPO)5-GDOGROGEOGLOGARGLTGROGDA-(GPO)5 9% 92% 0.02
C1_CIT-R (GPO)5-GDOGROGEOGLOGAXGLTGROGDA-(GPO)5 31% 93% 3.03 × 10–17

C1_R-CIT (GPO)5-GDOGROGEOGLOGARGLTGXOGDA-(GPO)5 11% 91% 3.92 × 10–03

C1_CIT-CIT (GPO)5-GDOGROGEOGLOGAXGLTGXOGDA-(GPO)5 30% 91% 8.93 × 10–17

C1-R360 CEPGLPGARGLTGRPGCA 11% 91% 9.73 × 10–05

C1-R365 CGARGLTGRPGDAGPQCA 9% 93% 2.90 × 10–04

C1-CIT360 CEPGLPGAXGLTGRPGCA 51% 91% 1.67 × 10–36

C1-CIT365 CGARGLTGXPGDAGPQCA 19% 92% 3.68 × 10–11

CEP1 CKIHAXEIFDSXGNPTVEC 57% 92% 3.90 × 10–49

CCP1 HQCHQESTXGRSRGRCGRSGS 56% 94% 9.69 × 10–45

The cutoff for calculation of sensitivity and specificity is computed using the median + 5 × median absolute deviation of the healthy control group. Biotin is 
attached to the N-terminal of all peptides. P values are calculated by nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test. ARheumatoid arthritis = 504 and heathy control 
= 285. O, hydroxylproline; X, citrulline.
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Characterization of  peptides binding to ACC1. To gain more detailed insights into the interaction between 
ACC1 and its triple-helical CII epitopes, we investigated the direct binding of  9 triple-helical peptides to ACC1 
by SPR. As shown in Table 2, the noncitrullinated triple-helical peptides, including CII121-144, CII241-264, 
CII571-591, CII916-939 (F4 epitope), and CII931-954, as well as the citrullinated triple-helical epitopes C1 
(C1-T-CIT365) and F4 (F4-T-CIT933) showed considerable binding. The peptide CII571-591 showed the 
highest affinity for ACC1 with a KD of  4.6 × 10–9 M and a slow off-rate (Kd1 = 7.5 × 10–3 s–1, and Kd2 = 3.6 × 
10–3 s–1). It is noteworthy that the heterogenous binding curves can only be fitted by a two-state binding mode, 
implying that binding occurs with a conformational change of  the antibody in a dynamic way.

ACPA characteristics of  ACC1. We have shown that ACC1 binds to flexible triple-helical CII determinants as 
well as many citrullinated CII peptides but did not further explore its reactivity toward other types of citrullinat-
ed proteins/peptides. Therefore, we analyzed the binding of ACC1 to CCP1 and an undisclosed peptide mix-
ture from the Immunoscan CCPlus Kit (Euro Diagnostica). Clearly, ACC1 recognized both CCP1 and peptides 
of the Immunoscan CCPlus Kit (Figure 3, C and D), confirming that ACC1 mimics a classical ACPA in RA.

Figure 2. Correlation of antibody responses against different C1 epitope variants in RA. (A) Pairwise comparison was performed 
between cyclic unmodified C1 peptides (C1-R360 and C1-R365) and the triple-helical peptide containing the unmodified C1 epitope 
(C1_R-R). (B) Pairwise comparisons were performed between the citrullinated cyclic C1 peptides (C1-CIT360 and C1-CIT365) and the 
prominent triple-helical C1 peptide (C1_CIT-R). Comparison was also performed between the citrullinated cyclic C1-CIT360 and clas-
sical CEP1 peptide. A total of 504 RA patients from TIRA2 cohort was used in the analysis. MFI, median fluorescence intensity; RA, 
rheumatoid arthritis. The red line indicates the cutoff (median + 5 × median absolute deviation [MAD]) based on healthy controls.

https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.93688
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ACC1 binds to cartilage and induces arthritis. To evaluate the pathogenicity of  ACC1 in mice, we 
compared its arthritogenicity with that of  the arthritogenic anti-CII antibody M2139 in B10.Q mice. In 
agreement with our previous report (16), ACC1 alone induces as severe arthritis as the positive control 
M2139, and a combination of  both did not increase the severity further (Figure 4, A and B). In addi-
tion, the arthritis appeared even before the LPS boost given at day 5 that is normally used to enhance 
development of  arthritis. Histopathologic examinations of  joints confirmed that all 3 groups of  mice 
had severe synovitis, as shown by hyperplasia, inflammatory cell infiltration, angiogenesis, and pannus 
formation (Supplemental Figure 2).

To test whether the ACC1 antibody binds triple-helical CII expressed physiologically, we showed 
by immunohistochemistry that it bound strongly to mouse cartilage both in vitro and in vivo (Figure 
4, C and D). In addition, the binding of  ACC1 led to depletion of  proteoglycan, which is most likely 
the first step toward the development of  arthritis. To investigate whether there are also targets for 
ACC1 present in RA cartilage, we performed human cartilage staining with ACC1 using the anti-CII 
antibody CIIC1 as a positive control. As shown in Figure 4, E and F, massive staining was observed 
for ACC1 in cartilage derived from two different RA patients, while the positive control CIIC1 showed 
weaker but substantial binding. Importantly, this shows that ACC1 is specific for cartilage. Together, 
these data further support that ACC1 reacts strongly to epitopes exposed in cartilage.

Overall structure of  ACC1Fab-peptide complexes. To identify the structural determinants governing the 
citrulline specificity, epitope-conformation specificity, and cross-reactivity of  ACC1, we cocrystallized the 
Fab fragment with 4 different CII peptides, C1-CIT365-L, C1-CIT365-T, CII583-591, and CII616-639-
CIT (Supplemental Table 3), and determined the structure of  the respective complexes to resolutions of  
2.7–3.1 Å by molecular replacement. C1-CIT365-L is a linear, single-chain form of  the C1 epitope, while 
C1-CIT365-T is the counterpart with triple-helical structure. CII583-591 contains a part of  the noncitrulli-
nated epitope CII571-591 that was shown to be the strongest binder to ACC1 (c.f., above). CII616-639-CIT, 
harboring yet another citrullinated CII epitope, showed strong affinity in ELISA, though it showed no 
positive signal in our SPR screening assay. The full data collection and refinement statistics are summarized 
in Table 3. The 4 immunoglobulin domains comprising the Fab fragment are each stabilized by an intramo-
lecular disulphide bond (VH:22–H:98, CH:143–H:198, VL:23–L:92, and CL:138–L:198) (Figure 5A). The 
low root-mean-square deviations (RMSDs) obtained for pairwise superposition of  the respective individual 
Ig domains reveal that the structures of  the ACC1Fab copies within the asymmetric unit or of  the various 
complexes are basically identical (e.g., VH: 0.02–0.11 Å, CH:0.04–0.51 Å, VL: 0.02–0.10 Å, CL: 0.04–0.25 
Å for ACC1Fab-CII616-639-CIT complex). The peptide sequences are only partially visible in electron den-
sity, as both termini protrude from the Fab binding groove and are disordered (Supplemental Figure 3A). 
The maximal extent of  their modeling is indicated in Supplemental Table 3. All 4 peptides are bound as 

Figure 3. Characterization of the cross-reactivity of ACC1. (A) 
Responses of ACC1, ACC3, ACC4, CIIC1, and GB8 toward cyclic CII pep-
tides and triple-helical CII peptides determined in the Luminex assay 
(Supplemental Table 2). A total of 127 peptides was used in the assay, 
and each dot represents a unique peptide. The median fluorescence 
intensity (MFI) was used to quantify the interaction of antibody with 
given peptides. (B) Reactivity of ACC1 toward triple-helical CII peptides 
(107 triple-helical peptides from Supplemental Table 1) measured by 
surface plasmon resonance (SPR). Sensograms were processed using 
an automatic correction for nonspecific bulk-refractive index effects. 
Data processing and analysis were performed using Biacore T200 eval-
uation software in a heterogenous binding model (GE Healthcare). 13, 
CII121-144; 21, CII241-264; 43, CII571-591; 66, CII916-939; 67, CII931-954; 
ptm15/ptm16, C1-T-CIT365; ptm35/36, F4-T-CIT933. (C) Preference of 
ACC1 for citrullinated CCP1 compared with the corresponding unmod-
ified CCP1. Data are representative of results from triplicate assays. 
(D) Reactivity of ACC1, ACC3, ACC4, and 15A toward peptides from 
the CCP2 kit. The peptides from the Immunoscan CCPlus Kit (Euro 
Diagnostica) were used to measure the binding of ACC1, ACC3, ACC4, 
and 15A (COMP-specific antibody). The absorbance value at 405 nm 
was used to quantify the binding capacity. Data are representative of 
results from two assays performed using duplicate technical replicates. 
SPR, surface plasmon resonance; CII, collagen type II.
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single chains in a remarkably similar S-shaped manner by the ACC1Fab paratope in the crystal structures 
(Figure 5, B–D). Approximately 2.5% (250–300 Å2) of  the solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) of  both 
chains and 700–760 Å2 of  the respective peptides (ca. 55% of  SASA) are buried upon complex formation.

The superposition of  all ACC1Fab-peptide complexes (Figure 5, B–D, and Supplemental Figure 3B) high-
lights that binding of  the 3 distinct epitopes engages the same paratope and does not require pronounced 
changes in complementarity-determining region (CDR) loop conformation: those of  loops H1, H2, H3, and 
L2 are basically identical, whereas the tips of  the L1 and L3 loops shift position only by up to 2 Å to adjust 
to a sequence variation upstream of the conserved motif  (Cit-Hyp in C1-CIT365-T and C1-CIT365-L, corre-
sponding to Pro-Ile in CII583-591 and Pro-Hyp in CII616-639) (Supplemental Figure 3C).

Conserved motif-mediated interactions in the ACC1Fab-peptide complexes. The L1 and H1 loops provide most 
of  the SASA upon complex formation. H1 contacts the N-terminal part of  the peptides up to the conserved 
arginine, while the H3 loop residues 101–104 play a crucial role in coordinating the entire RG-TG motif  
(Figure 5E). L1 binds to the motif  threonine and the third and fourth residue thereafter, and L3 binds to the 
two residues in between. The contributions of  H2 and L2 are almost negligible, though H2 plays, via resi-
due heavy-chain R52 (hR52), a more prominent role for binding of  the citrullinated peptides (see below).

The residues light chain F40 (lF40), lF50 and lY53, belonging to framework region FRL2, are also 
involved in shaping the peptide-binding paratope. Moreover, they provide a large proportion of  the ACC1Fab 
hydrophobic interaction surface for peptide binding, especially for the motif  threonine and the preceding non-
conserved residue. Other prominent hydrophobic contacts with the peptide are made by hW33 and hL101.

Peptide binding by the ACC1Fab, however, is primarily achieved via polar contacts (Figure 5E and Sup-
plemental Figure 4). There are several key hydrogen bond interactions that are conserved in all complexes, 
despite the differences in sequence of  the bound peptides (Figure 6; Supplemental Figure 5; and Supple-
mental Figure 6, C and D). These include the peptide conformation-stabilizing carbonyl oxygen-amide 
nitrogen interaction between the glycines of  the conserved RG-TG motif. The corresponding interaction 
between the first of  these glycines and that of  the preceding amino acid triplet is also observed in about 
half  of  the ACC1Fab-peptide complex copies. The motif  threonine is clearly the interaction hot spot: its side 
chain fits perfectly in the paratope, and its hydroxyl is placed such that it can form 3 hydrogen bonds simul-
taneously, with the backbone amides of  hD104 and hF103 and the side chain of  hD104. Alternatively, the 
carbonyl oxygen of  hL101 can replace the latter as interaction partner. The shape complementarity and 
multitude of  possible polar interactions of  the threonine side chain explain its conservation in all peptide 
sequences recognized by ACC1. The remaining hydrogen bond network with the Fab is dominated by 
interactions that involve the peptide backbone (Figure 6; Supplemental Figure 5; and Supplemental Figure 
6, A–D), which may be the reason for the enhanced cross-reactivity of  ACC1.

A higher peak of  electron density near the guanidinium group of  the motif  arginine in all ACC1Fab 
complexes indicates the presence of  a counter ion (Figure 5E); however, in most cases, it could not be 
identified and hence was not modeled. For the ACC1Fab-CII616-639 complex, for which the observed den-
sity peak was strongest and suggestive of  a chemical entity, modeling and refinement of  the counter ion as 

Table 2. Kinetic and equilibrium dissociation constants determined by surface plasmon resonance for 
the interactions of ACC1 and a set of triple-helical peptides of CII

ACC1
Name Peptide nomenclature Ka  

(M–1.s–1)
Ka1  

(M–1.s–1)
Ka2  

(M–1.s–1)
Kd  

(s–1)
Kd1  
(s–1)

Kd2  
(s–1)

KD  
(M)

CII121-144 CII_LT_E41_R-R-R – 8.3 × 104 6.9 × 10–3 – 5.9 × 10–2 4.9 × 10–3 2.9 × 10–7

CII241-264 CII_LT_252 – 1.1 × 105 3.0 × 10–3 – 2.1 × 10–1 6.8 × 10–3 1.4 × 10–6

CII571-591 CII_LT_582 – 2.1 × 105 2.5 × 10–2 – 7.5 × 10–3 3.6 × 10–3 4.6 × 10–9

CII916-939 CII_LT_F4_R-R – 1.3 × 105 3.2 × 10–3 – 4.6 × 10–2 2.2 × 10–3 1.4 × 10–7

CII931-954 CII_LT_(F4)_(R)-R – 1.2 × 105 4.3 × 10–3 – 9.8 × 10–2 4.6 × 10–3 4.3 × 10–7

C1-T-CIT365 CII_LT_C1_R-CIT – 4.9 × 103 3.9 × 10–3 – 1.4 × 10–1 7.0 × 10–3 1.8 × 10–5

F4-T-CIT933 CII_LT_F4_R-CIT – 8.9 × 103 3.4 × 10–3 – 9.5 × 10–2 3.9 × 10–3 5.7 × 10–6

F4-T-CIT933 CII_LT_F4_CIT-CIT – 1.7 × 104 3.8 × 10–3 – 1.0 × 10–3 3.8 × 10–3 4.2 × 10–6

Peptides were injected over the immobilized ACC1. In all cases, the heterogeneous binding curves were fitted using a 
two-state reaction model with Biacore T200 Evaluation Software.
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sulphate resulted in B-factors equivalent to those of  surrounding Fab residues. The putative sulphate ion 
is well coordinated by amide groups of  the motif  arginine and surrounding heavy-chain residues (hW33, 
hN53, and hN56) as well as the carboxyl group of  the peptide residue pE23 (E623 in CII) and thus con-
tributes substantially to the Fab-peptide interface (Supplemental Figure 4). The strict conservation of  an 
(unmodified) arginine, 3 positions before the motif  threonine in all peptide sequences recognized by ACC1 
may be partly explained by its importance for coordination and charge compensation of  the counter ion, 
which in turn considerably contributes to interface formation.

The two glycines in the conserved peptide motif  (RG-TG) play a crucial role in enabling the recognized 
epitope conformation: the first glycine adopts a backbone angle combination that is not accessible to other 
amino acids, and the second simply does not have a side chain that could cause steric clashes.

Figure 4. Evaluation of ACC1 in mice and RA in terms of pathogenicity and cartilage-binding capacity. (A and B) ACC1-mediated arthritis in mice by passive 
transfer. Both arthritis score (A) and incidence (B) are shown. Four groups of B10.Q mice (6 mice in each group) were injected with PBS, ACC1, M2139, and a 
cocktail of M2139+ACC1, respectively. All mice received 25 μg LPS from E. coli intraperitoneally on day 5. Data represent mean ± SEM (n = 6 in each group) in 
A. (C and D) The cartilage binding of ACC1 to mouse cartilage was evaluated by immunohistochemical staining both in vivo (C) and in vitro (D). The knee joints 
and paws from adult mice were stained with H&E or toluidine blue. For in vivo staining, the knee joints from a 2-day-old neonate Cia9i mouse injected with 
biotinylated antibodies were used. To assess direct binding of mAbs to the tissue sections in vitro, limbs from 2-day-old naive Cia9i neonates were used. Scale 
bar: 100 μm (C and D). (E and F) Immunohistochemical staining of cartilage from the finger joints of two rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patients. The deparaffin-
ized sections (5–8 μm) were treated with testicular hyaluronidase, followed by incubation with ACC1. The sections were visualized with permanent red (Dako) 
as color substrate. Nuclei were counterstained by hematoxylin. For positive control staining, deparaffinized sections were incubated with the mouse anti-CII 
mAb CIIC1 specific for triple-helical CII. Negative control staining lacked the primary anti-mouse IgG antibody. Samples were stained with ACC1, secondary 
antibody control (negative control), CIIC1 (positive control), and toluidine blue (TB). RAK11 and RAK15 represent two patients. Scale bar: 1,000 μm (E and F).
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A sequence alignment showed that the RG-TG motif exists in all ACC1-binding epitopes (Supplemental 
Table 2). However, this motif is not unique to CII but is also found in almost all other types of collagen. To 
investigate ACC1 binding to this consensus sequence further, we set up an ELISA using immobilized heat-dena-
tured collagens I, II, IX, and XI. No significant interaction of ACC1 with collagens I and IX could be detected, 
whereas clear signals were obtained for collagen II and XI (Supplemental Figure 7A). Both are cartilage-specific 
proteins, and they contain the same α chain, as CXI is a heterotrimeric collagen, with the α3 chain identical to 
the α1 chain in CII. Furthermore, the relative stability profiles for the binding sites on the recognized peptides are 
predicted to be lower than their neighboring regions (Supplemental Figure 7B), suggesting that ACC1 preferen-
tially binds to RG-TG motifs located in structurally less stable regions on the triple helix.

Citrulline specificity of  C1CIT365 is governed by an arginine residue from ACC1. The C1 epitope, in this 
crystallographic study present in peptides C1-CIT365-L and C1-CIT365-T, is recognized by the ACC1 
antibody only if  the second arginine (R365) is modified to citrulline. Nevertheless, ACC1 does also 
recognize sequences that do not contain any citrulline, which indicates that it biases against the argi-
nine, rather than for a citrulline. For instance, CII583-591 and CII616-639 both contain a proline at 
the equivalent position (Supplemental Table 3). In the ACC1Fab-peptide complexes, the citrulline is 
relatively solvent exposed and makes side chain–specific hydrogen bonds with hR52 in only some of  
the complex copies per asymmetric unit (Supplemental Figure 5A). However, due to space constraints 
within the narrow paratope, the neutral citrulline side chain is always placed in proximity to the posi-

Table 3. Data collection and refinement statistics

ACC1Fab-C1-CIT365-L ACC1Fab-C1-CIT365-T ACC1Fab-CII538-591a ACC1Fab-CII538-591b ACC1Fab-CII616-639-CIT
Data collection

Beamline DLS I03 DLS I03 BESSY BL14-1 BESSY BL14-1 BESSY BL14-1
Wavelength (Å) 0.9763 0.9763 0.9184 0.9184 0.9184
Space group P1 P212121 P1 P212121 P21

Cell dimensions  
a,b,c (Å), α, β, γ (°)

87.1, 93.0, 121.7, 92.7, 
106.4, 104.4

148.3, 155.1, 156.3, 
90.0, 90.0, 90.0

87.4, 92.8, 121.7, 92.5, 
106.5, 104.3

148.9, 156.0, 156.6, 90.0, 
90.0, 90.0

119.2, 91.6, 182.4, 
90.0, 91.5, 90.0

Resolution (Å)A 78.1–2.7 (2.75–2.70) 78.1–3.1 (3.17–3.10) 48.9-2.95 (3.01–2.95) 47.3–2.7 (2.75–2.70) 32.8–2.9 (2.95–2.90)
Rmerge

A 0.077 (0.553) 0.153 (0.807) 0.073 (0.511) 0.121 (0.799) 0.182 (0.745)
Mean I/σIA 20.1 (6.1) 10.1 (1.9) 11.4 (1.8) 12.1 (2.3) 6.9 (1.9)
Completeness (%)A 90.6 (89.7) 100.0 (100.0) 99.0 (98.6) 100.0 (100.0) 97.3 (97.4)

MultiplicityA 2.9 (2.6) 4.7 (4.8) 3.2 (3.3) 6.2 (6.3) 4.6 (4.4)

Wilson B-factor (Å2) 39.4 31.8 55.5 46.4 38.9

Refinement
Resolution (Å) 78.1–2.70 78.1–3.10 48.8–2.95 47.3–2.7 32.8–2.90
No. reflections 86,397 65,914 73,522 100,498 84,756
No. reflections  
test set (%)

4,339 (5.0) 3,245 (4.9) 3,639 (4.9) 4,864 (4.8) 4,191 (4.9)

Rwork/Rfree (%) 25.2/27.9 23.1/26.4 20.1/26.1 20.6 / 22.8 23.2/24.6
No. atoms/B-factors (Å2)

Protein (Fab) 261,568/73.6 26,351/75.1 26,280/78.3 26,315/58.7 263,236/52.9
Peptide 532/72.1 530/82.4 641/80.0 691/66.5 666/59.3
Water molecules 80/36.4 ̶ ̶ 441/34.3 254/20.1
Others – ̶ ̶ ̶ 40.0/61.5

R.m.s. deviations
Bond lengths (Å) 0.010 0.009 0.010 0.010 0.010
Bond angles (°) 1.48 1.46 1.47 1.48 1.46

Ramachandran plot  
no. residues in

favored region 3,346 (97.4) 3,353 (96.8) 3,385 (97.2) 3,412 (97.8) 3,407 (98.0)
allowed region 90 (2.6) 111 (3.2) 90 (2.6) 70 (2.0) 60 (1.7)
outlier region 0 (0.0) 8 (0.2) 8 (0.2) 8 (0.2) 0 (0.0)

AValues given in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell. Rfree is based on a cross-validated testing subset (~5%) of total reflections not used during 
refinement, while Rwork is calculated from the working set (~95%) of total reflections. R.m.s., root-mean-square deviation.
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Figure 5. Crystal structures of the ACC1Fab-peptide complexes. (A) The ACC1Fab heavy and light chains are shown in white and blue, respectively. The bound 
C1-CIT365-L peptide (yellow sticks) is in the paratope formed by 3 CDR loops from each heavy and light chain of the ACC1Fab. The variable and constant 
domains of both chains (VH, VL, CH1, and CL) each contain a disulfide bond, shown as sticks with carbon atoms in green and sulfur atoms in yellow. (B) 
The dimensions of the paratope are outlined by the semitransparent molecular envelope of the ACC1Fab, which is colored white for the heavy chain and blue 
for the light chain. The bound C1-CIT365-L peptide is depicted in yellow, and all ACC1 residues located within a 4-Å radius from the peptide are depicted 
as sticks with carbon atoms in white or light blue in accordance with heavy or light chain origin; oxygen atoms are depicted in red, and nitrogen atoms are 
depicted in blue. (C and D) Comparison of the peptide-binding modes, with the paratopes viewed from the side (C) and the top (D). The 5 ACC1Fab-peptide 
complexes were superimposed based on the heavy-chain variable domain. The molecular envelope of the ACC1Fab is colored as in B, bound peptides are 
shown in yellow (C1-CIT365-L), orange (C1-CIT365-T), magenta (CII538-591 in the crystal of space group P212121), mauve (CII538-591 in P1), and green (CII616-
639-CIT). The orientation of the peptides is indicated by labeling of their N- and C-termini. (E) Schematic presentation of peptide-binding site in ACC1Fab. 
The nonconserved side chains (R2-R5) and invisible parts in electron density (R1, R6) are abbreviated. Only hydrogen bonds observed in at least a third of 
the 40 analyzed ACC1Fab-peptide complexes are shown. Intrapeptide hydrogen bonds are indicated by black dotted lines, hydrogen bonds between the pep-
tide and the Fab are indicated as solid blue lines. The heavy- or light-chain origin is indicated by an h or l suffix, respectively. The counter ion of unknown 
type is indicated by a green circle. CDR, complementarity-determining region; Fab, antigen-binding fragment; VH, heavy-chain variable domain; VL, light 
chain variable domain; CH1, heavy-chain constant domain; CL, light-chain constant domain.
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tively charged guanidinium group of  hR52. Occurrence of  an unmodified arginine at this peptide posi-
tion would thus lead to an energetically unfavorable immediate neighborhood of  two positive charges, 
which may explain the bias against such sequences by ACC1.

Comparison of  CII epitope binding by other ACPAs and anti-CII antibodies. Three other crystal structures 
of  Fab fragments recognizing CII epitopes are currently deposited in the Protein Data Bank. One is 

Figure 6. Hydrogen-bonding network formed upon peptide binding to ACC1, with emphasis on conserved interac-
tions. The chosen orientation focuses on the conserved interactions between the threonine of the conserved peptide 
motif and the H3 CDR loop (see Supplemental Figure 5 for another orientation). The heavy and light chains of the 
ACC1Fab are shown in white and blue, respectively. Fab residues forming hydrogen bonds to the peptide are shown as 
sticks, with carbon atoms colored according to their chain of origin and labeled in black. To improve clarity, residues 
lying behind the peptide are not labeled. Hydrogen bonds are indicated as black dotted lines, water molecules are 
indicated as red spheres. The peptides are shown as thicker sticks, with carbon atoms in yellow (C1-CIT365-L), mauve 
(CII538-591 in space group p1), and green (CII616-639-CIT), respectively. All peptide residues other than glycine, proline 
(except the proline occurring in CII538-591 and CII616-639-CIT at the same position as the citrulline in C1-CIT365-L 
and C1-CIT365-T), and 4-hydroxyproline are labeled in bold and according color. (A) ACC1Fab-C1-CIT365-L. (B) ACC1Fab-
CII538-591 as in P1 space group. (C) ACC1Fab-CII616-639-CIT. (The hydrogen bonding networks of the complexes ACC1Fab-
C1-CIT365-T and ACC1Fab-CII538-591 in P212121 are shown in Supplemental Figure 4). CDR, complementarity-determining 
region; Fab, antigen-binding fragment.
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ACC4 (PDB:2W65), which specifically recognizes the C1 peptide with a citrulline at position 360, but 
which, in contrast to ACC1, does not bind the triple-helical form of  the C1 epitope. We can thus compare 
how the same linear epitope is bound by ACC4 (C1CIT360) and ACC1 (C1CIT365) but with different modi-
fication states. The other two structures comprise the Fab-peptide complexes of  the anti-CII antibodies 
CIIC1 (20) and M2139 (22), which recognize the native, i.e., triple-helical and unmodified, C1 and J1 
epitopes of  CII, respectively. Comparisons of  these structures may allow identification of  determinants 
of  the conformational selectivity, i.e., single-chain versus triple-helical epitopes, of  these antibodies.

The superposition of  all ACC1Fab-peptide complexes shows an almost identical paratope confor-
mation for the 3 distinct epitopes (Figure 7A). In contrast, the superimposition of  ACC1Fab-C1-365-L 
(“Cit365”) with ACC4Fab-C1 (“Cit360”) revealed that the peptide-binding paratopes of  both ACPAs do 
not coincide, despite the almost identical peptide sequences (Figure 7B). The binding site is shallower 
in the ACC4Fab complex and shifted toward the heavy-chain CDR loops, which provide approximately 
70% of  the buried SASA (16), with the CDR L1 barely being involved and CDR L2 not being involved 
in peptide binding. This shallower binding site in ACC4 is primarily due to the extension of  the H3 
loop by 4 residues as compared with ACC1, while the shorter H3 loop confers ACC1 a deeper and 
more open-ended binding groove (Supplemental Figure 8, A and B), and an extension by 4 residues, as 
seen in ACC4, would fill the small cavity of  the paratope that is especially crucial for peptide binding 
as it harbors the motif  threonine.

The peptide conformation and orientation in the binding groove of  ACC1Fab differs substantially from 
that observed for the ACC4Fab. The only conserved conformational feature is the type II β-turn at the 
peptide tip formed by the motif  threonine and the preceding leucine. Furthermore, both the C1 epitope 
arginine (R365) and citrulline (Cit360) are recognized by ACC4 via a network of  hydrogen bonds involv-
ing their side chain functional groups, while no such network involving the equivalent groups is formed 
upon binding of  the alternatively modified (R360+Cit365) C1 epitope to ACC1. Thus, none of  the C1 
epitope-Fab interactions appear to be conserved between the two ACPAs.

Comparison of the ACC1Fab complex to the CIIC1Fab and M2139Fab complexes (Figure 7C and Supplemen-
tal Figure 8, C and D) revealed that the open-ended binding groove among these 3 triple-helical CII-binding 
antibodies is a shared feature. However, the paratopes of the latter two are wider due to an outward movement 
of CDRs H2 and L1; they are also shallower, as the H3 loop is again extended, by 7 and 4 residues, respectively. 
This enlarges the groove sufficiently to hold an intact triple-helical peptide and abolishes the deeper cavity that is 
crucial for peptide binding by ACC1, explaining why ACC1 can only bind to single α chain of CII epitope, most 
likely bulging out of a rigid triple-helical structure, as seen in the present crystal structures.

Discussion
There is a growing consensus that autoantibodies, RFs and APCAs, predict the development of  RA, but 
their functional roles in initiating arthritis remain elusive. The present study suggests a mechanism on how an 
ACPA can induce arthritis. We demonstrated that a monoclonal ACPA, which is reactive with several well-
known citrulline peptide targets, also cross-reacts with triple-helical epitopes on joint cartilage-specific CII.

A single α chain needs a certain degree of  flexibility within the triple-helical CII to ensure the mechanical 
resistance of  collagen in joint cartilage. Citrullination may alter triple-helical stability if  this modification 
disrupts favorable interchain and/or interhelical electrostatic interactions (23–27). The citrulline appears to 
be distinguished from its unmodified predecessor arginine via electrostatic-controlled interactions, which also 
allow cross-reactivity with other collagen epitopes containing fewer polar amino acids at the equivalent posi-
tion. Thus, the antibody can specifically recognize several epitopes on CII or CXI molecules in joint cartilage 
besides the citrullinated peptides to which it binds in in vitro assays. The efficient and specific binding of  
ACC1 that exhibits typical features of  an RA-associated ACPA to several epitopes exposed in cartilage in vivo 
causes proteoglycan depletion and an onset of  a severe form of erosive joint inflammation.

So far, only antibodies that can specifically bind cartilage have been shown to induce arthritis. 
The best described ones are CII antibodies. Antibodies to many but not all CII triple-helical exposed 
epitopes are highly arthritogenic (19, 28). Antibodies to some other cartilage proteins, such as carti-
lage oligomeric matrix protein (29) and matrilin 1 (30), are clearly pathogenic as well. Importantly, 
a common feature of  all known arthritogenic antibodies is that they can specifically bind cartilage in 
vivo (28). To our knowledge, RF or ACPA, representing the hallmark antibodies of  RA, have thus far 
not been shown to transfer arthritis. There are, however, observations that render it rather likely that 
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RA autoantibodies contribute to the disease. It has recently been shown that healthy individuals with 
detectable ACPA titers, and most likely also RF, have detectable bone erosions (31). Such antibodies 
have also been shown to lack galactosylation of  their Fc-attached glycans, rendering them more prone 
to Fc receptor interactions, which contribute to a variety of  proinflammatory pathways, including 
activation of  osteoclasts (11). Indeed, the contribution of  both RFs and ACPAs to immune complexes 
enhances their stimulatory potential for macrophages (32). However, there are no conclusive data that 
these antibodies can specifically bind joint targets.

Antibodies specifically binding cartilage proteins like CII do occur in RA sera. However, only a small 
percentage of  RA patients have antibodies specifically binding to triple-helical CII in vitro, as shown in 

Figure 7. Comparison of CDR loop conformation and peptide binding by ACC1, ACC4, CIIC1, and M2139. (A) All 5 
ACC1Fab peptide complexes reported here were superimposed based on the Cα atom coordinates of their respective 
VH domains. The backbone of the ACC1Fab in the complex with CII616-639-CIT is shown in stereo view, with heavy and 
light chains colored white and blue, respectively, except for the hypervariable CDR loop regions. The superimposed 
CDR loops and peptides of the respective ACC1Fab-peptide complexes are shown in yellow for the C1-CIT365-L complex, 
bright orange for C1-CIT365-T, mauve for CII538-591 in space group P1, magenta for CII538-591 in space group P212121, 
and green for the CII616-639-CIT complex. (B) Stereo view of the superimposed ACC1Fab-C1-CIT365-L (white) and 
ACC4Fab-C1Cit1 (gray) (PDB ID: 2W65) structures. The CDR loops of the ACC1 heavy chain are colored yellow (H1), orange 
(H2), and red (H3); those of the light chain are colored cyan (L1), marine (L2), and dark blue (L3). The cartoon represen-
tation of the C1-CIT365-L peptide bound to the ACC1Fab is shown in dark green, and that of the C1Cit1 peptide bound 
to ACC4Fab is shown in magenta. (C) Stereo view of the superimposed ACC1Fab-C1-CIT365-L (white), CIIC1Fab-C1 (dark 
grey) (PDB ID: 2Y5T), and M2139Fab-J1 (light gray) (PDB ID: 4BKL) structures. The CDR loops of the ACC1 heavy chain are 
colored as in B. The cartoon representation of the C1-CIT365-L peptide bound to the ACC1Fab is shown in dark green, and 
those of the triple-helical C1 and J1 peptides bound to CIIC1Fab and M2139Fab are shown in magenta and pink, respective-
ly. CDR, complementarity-determining region; VH, heavy-chain-variable.
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Figure 2. It is possible that antibodies that can bind cartilage in vivo occur more frequently than indicated 
by in vitro detection, as there are many cartilage proteins and many unique posttranslationally modified 
epitopes exposed. In addition, as shown here, exposure of  epitopes on triple-helical CII might be restricted 
to states of  destabilization, and such epitopes are not easily mimicked in vitro.

Interestingly, many ACPAs cross-react with citrullinated CII, and some of these antibodies bind to RA 
cartilage (14). The ACC1 antibody in the present study binds to classical citrullinated peptides (CCP2, CCP1) 
but also strongly binds to cartilage in vivo. However, from the present data, we cannot conclude which of the 
epitopes targeted by the antibodies are critical for the induction of arthritis. It is less likely that the citrullinated 
C1 epitope is the major target for initiating arthritis, since the arginine at position 365 of the C1 epitope is not 
readily citrullinated in vitro (14), although we cannot exclude that it could be citrullinated in vivo. Nevertheless, 
the ACC1 binding affinity to this epitope is lower than to other cross-reactive epitopes on CII, both unmodi-
fied and citrullinated. Hence, it is likely that the antibody can bind several epitopes in vivo. It is, however, very 
difficult to determine whether antibodies similar to ACC1 occur in RA sera due to the dynamic nature of the 
epitopes. In addition, a temporary interaction with a dynamic epitope might not efficiently induce tolerance in 
the developing B cells, whereas the antibodies, when produced by the matured plasma cells in larger quantities 
or trapped within immune complexes, could firmly bind to their targets.

Clearly, the molecular details of the recognition of a dynamically exposed epitope are of potential general 
relevance for the basic understanding of antibody-mediated autoimmune disease. It is of interest that a structur-
ally conserved motif, “RG-TG,” is shared among all ACC1-recognized CII antigens. The reactivity of ACPA 
is found to be governed by the conformational flexibility of the antigenic region and the amino acid residues 
surrounding the citrulline. The presence of a neutral amino acid with no or a small side chain (glycine and 
serine) on the N-terminal site of the citrulline often favors recognition as compared with rigid residues (proline) 
at this position (33). In agreement with these observations, there is a glycine residue next to the citrulline in the 
“RG-TG(CIT)” motif preferred by ACC1. The CII region containing the RG-TG(CIT) motif has a low content 
of proline and 4-hydroxyproline (Figure 1A). Proline and 4-hydroxyproline stabilize the triple-helical structure, 
and a lack of these residues leads to a dynamically flexible and structurally distinct region of the protein (34).

Our structures show that all complexes share an almost identical peptide-binding mode, with three key 
determinants explaining the breadth of  its cross-reactivity: (a) the conserved backbone interaction between 
the two glycines within the RG-TG motif, (b) the shape complementarity and multitude of  polar inter-
actions of  the threonine side chain in the motif, and (c) the hydrogen bond network formed between the 
peptide backbone and the antibody. Furthermore, the citrulline specificity for C1cit365 is governed by a posi-

Figure 8. Pathogenicity of ACC1 
mediated by cross-reactivity. CII exists 
in a dynamic state composed of both 
compact and relatively flexible conforma-
tions, which is essential for ensuring the 
mechanical resistance of collagen in joint 
cartilage. Under inflammatory conditions, 
this equilibrium state of triple-helical 
structure is disrupted. The citrullination 
resulting from dysregulation of PADs on 
some arginine residues further deterio-
rates triple-helical stability, leading to 
exposure of CII epitopes to immune sys-
tems. ACPAs, such as ACC1, attack CII via 
a shared structural motif, “RG-TG,” within 
all the epitopes, including the ones bear-
ing a citrulline residue (e.g., C1-CIT365), to 
which the recognition is governed by elec-
trostatic potential-controlled citrulline 
specificity. The triple-helical CII is shown 
as gray ribbon with the motif RG-TG 
marked in magenta. The arginine residue 
within this motif is colored in blue, while 
the corresponding citrulline is in yellow. 
CII, collagen type II; PADs, peptidylargi-
nine deiminases.
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tively charged arginine residue placed near it in the binding site on ACC1. However, as this binding site fea-
ture makes the occurrence of  positively charged residues energetically unfavorable, rather than specifically 
selecting for citrulline, other electrostatically neutral residues, such as proline and, possibly, also negatively 
charged residues, are accepted at this peptide position.

Several studies demonstrated that the C1 epitope of CII is frequently targeted in RA. Although the reactivity 
for an unmodified C1 epitope seems to be restricted to a subgroup of RA patients, the citrullinated triple-helical 
form of C1 exhibited much higher prevalence among the targets. The two arginines of the C1 epitope, R360 and 
R365, potentially yield 3 neoepitopes upon citrullination, all of which can be targeted by antibodies from RA 
patients. Although a similar prevalence (approximately 30%) of autoantibodies against the C1 epitope citrul-
linated at R360 (C1_CIT-R) and the one citrullinated at both R360 and R365 (C1_CIT-CIT) was observed in 
RA patients, the marked overlap (Figure 2B) between these two groups of autoantibodies strongly indicates the 
possible causative role of the citrulline at position 360 in autoreactivity toward the citrullinated C1 epitope. In 
contrast, approximately 10% of RA patients reacted to the unmodified C1 epitope or to the epitope with a citrul-
line at position 365 (C1_R-CIT). Thus, we hypothesize that R365 is probably converted to citrulline in vivo. On 
the other hand, citrullination of R360 is more frequent and can be detected in both human and mouse cartilage. 
Importantly, ACC1 could bind C1 epitope citrullinated at either position (R360 or R365) in ELISA, although 
it had higher affinity toward C1-CIT365 than C1-CIT360. In addition, ACC1 was also able to substantially 
affect the binding of RA autoantibodies with C1-CIT360 (the most frequent C1 epitope in RA) in a solid-phase 
competition assay. These data highlight the relevance of ACC1 reactivity in ACPA of human RA patients. 
Interestingly, the mAb specific for this epitope (ACC4) does not bind cartilage and cannot induce arthritis, but it 
can enhance the development of arthritis (16). However, ACC4 binds synovial cells, and it is possible that these 
antibodies are a part of immune complexes that could enhance the development of arthritis, as has been also 
shown in other experimental systems (35) and hypothesized to occur in RA (36).

In summary, we have demonstrated a molecular mechanism (Figure 8) that could explain how ACPAs 
that bind promiscuously in vitro to many peptides could induce arthritis in mice. Such antibodies bind 
cartilage specifically in vivo via cross-recognition of  a flexible epitope on type II collagen, mimicking the 
citrulline-containing structure.

Methods
Patient population. In the present study, we used part of  the TIRA2 cohort (n = 504), which enrolled patients 
with recent-onset RA between 2006 and 2009 (37). Symptom duration was at least 6 weeks but less than 
12 months. At the time of  serum sampling (i.e., baseline), no patient was treated with disease-modifying 
antirheumatic drugs. Healthy subjects from the Western Region Initiative to Gather Information on Ath-
erosclerosis (WINGA) cohort (n = 284) served as controls.

Luminex immunoassay. Detection of  autoantibody response using Luminex technology has been 
described previously (38, 39). Briefly, all biotinylated peptides were captured on beads via recognition of  
NeutrAvidin (Thermo Fischer Scientific), which was immobilized on the beads through amine coupling. 
Human serum samples were diluted 1:100 (v/v) in assay buffer (3% BSA, 5% milk powder, 0,1% Pro-
Clin300, 0.05% Tween 20, 100 μg/ml NeutrAvidin in PBS) and incubated for 60 minutes at room tem-
perature on a shaker for preadsorption of  unspecific antibodies. Then, the serum samples were transferred 
to a 384-well plate (Greiner Bio-One) containing peptide-coated beads by a liquid handler (CyBi-SELMA, 
CyBio). After incubation on a shaker for 75 minutes, all beads were washed with PBS-T (0.05% Tween-20 
in PBS) on a plate washer (EL406, Biotek) and resuspended in a solution containing the secondary anti-hu-
man IgG Fcy-PE (Jackson Immuno Research). After 40 minutes of  incubation, the beads were washed 
with PBS-T, followed by measurement in a FlexMap3D (Luminex Corp.). The median fluorescence inten-
sity (MFI) was used to quantify the interaction of  serum antibody with given peptides.

Animals. For the study of  collagen antibody-induced arthritis, the B10.Q mouse strain was used, 
while a Cia9i congenic mouse strain was used for the immunohistochemical staining experiments. The 
congenic B10.Q (C57/Bl10.Q/rhd) mice originated from the Jan Klein mouse colony (Tubingen Uni-
versity, Tubingen, Germany) and were maintained by Rikard Holmdahl (rhd). Cia9i congenic strain is 
derived from B10.Q-NOD Cia9 congenic mice as previously described (40). All mice were kept and 
bred in a climate-controlled, specific pathogen–free environment (Federation of  Laboratory Animal 
Science Associations II) in the animal house of  the Division of  Medical Inflammation Research, Kar-
olinska Institutet and the Central Animal Laboratory of  the University of  Turku. All experiments were 
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performed with 8- to 10-week-old male mice under standard conditions.
Passive transfer of  collagen antibodies. Four groups of  B10.Q mice were injected with PBS, ACC1, 

M2139, and a cocktail of  M2139+ACC1, respectively. All mice received 25 μg LPS from E. coli intra-
peritoneally on day 5. The development of  arthritis was monitored daily for a period of  12 days using 
an extended scoring protocol (19). Briefly, clinical arthritis is defined as swelling and redness in the 
joint; it was scored as follows: 1 point was given for each swollen or red toe; 1 point was given for each 
swollen joint (metatarsal phalangeal joints, metacarpal phalangeal joints, proximal interphalangeal 
joints, and distal interphalangeal joints); and 5 points were given for a swollen ankle. The maximum 
score per limb was 15, and the maximum score per mouse was 60.

Histology. For histological assessment, knee joints and paws from adult mice were dissected, decal-
cified, dehydrated, and paraffin embedded as previously described (16). The procedure is detailed in 
the Supplemental Methods.

SPR determination. Binding of  all synthetic triple-helical peptides to ACC1 was analyzed as previously 
described (22) by SPR using a Biacore T200 biosensor (GE Healthcare) at 25°C. The procedure is detailed 
in the Supplemental Methods.

Immunohistochemical staining of  RA cartilage. Cartilage samples were fixed with 4% paraformalde-
hyde in PBS for 24 hours, decalcified with trichloroacetic acid, dehydrated, and embedded in paraffin. 
5- to 8-μm-thick paraffin sections were cut and stained with H&E and toluidine blue. Deparaffinized 
sections were treated with testicular hyaluronidase (2 mg/ml in PBS for 30 minutes at 37°C) (Sig-
ma-Aldrich). 3% BSA in Tris-buffered saline was used for blocking. Then, 50 μg/ml ACC1 was added, 
incubated for 1 hour at room temperature, and visualized with a biotinylated rabbit anti-mouse anti-
body, alkaline phosphatase–conjugated streptavidin (Link and Label System; BioGenex), and perma-
nent red (Dako) as color substrate. Nuclei were counterstained by hematoxylin. For positive control 
staining, deparaffinized sections were incubated with the mouse anti-CII mAb CIIC1 specific for tri-
ple-helical CII at 50 μg/ml for 1 hour at room temperature and detected as described above. Negative 
control staining lacked the primary anti-mouse IgG antibody.

ELISA. ELISAs were performed to analyze the interaction between ACC1 and different collagens (I, II, IX, 
and XI), as well as the binding of ACC1 to CCP-1 and control peptides. Details are provided in the Supplemen-
tal Methods. For solid-phase inhibition assay, the Pierce NeutrAvidin-Coated Plate (ThermoFisher Scientific) 
was first coated by 1 μg/ml C1-CIT360 or C1-CIT365 for 2 hours at room temperature, followed by incubation 
at room temperature for 2 hours with ACC1 at a concentration of 2 μg/ml. A pool of RA sera diluted at 1:300 
by Chonblock buffer (Chondrex Inc.) was added and incubated for 3 hours at room temperature. Then, the 
DELFIA measurement was performed as suggested by the manufacturer (Perkin Elmer) with secondary anti-
body DELFIA Eu-Labeled Anti-Human IgG to quantify the binding level of human autoantibodies.

Peptide design and synthesis. To explore the cross-reactivity of  ACC1, a library of  triple-helical peptides 
derived from human collagen (Supplemental Table 1) was synthesized by GL Biochem. In each peptide, 
the 24 amino acids of  interest (8 triplets) are flanked by 5 N-terminal and 5 C-terminal GPO repeats that 
help maintain its triple-helical conformation. Of  the C-terminal 9 amino acids of  interest, all but the last 
peptide overlap with the N-terminal 9 amino acids of  the next peptide. Thus, each successive peptide 
sequence advances 15 amino acids along the triple-helical sequence of  collagen II. Biotinylated CCP1 and 
its control arginine variant were synthesized by WuXi Apptech. For the peptides used in crystallization, 4 
GPO repeats were added to the N-termini of  C1-CIT365-L, C1-CIT365-T, and CII583-591. In addition, 
one GPO was added to the C-terminus of  C1-CIT365-L, while 3 GPO repeats were added to the C-ter-
mini of  C1-CIT365-T and CII583-591. For CII616-639, the peptide was synthesized by GL Biochem as 
described above. All other triple-helical peptides used in the present study were synthesized as covalently 
linked homotrimeric peptides with 5 N-terminal and 5 C-terminal GPO repeats. In these peptides, two of  
the α chains are carboxy-terminally linked to the amino groups of  two consecutive lysine residues added to 
the sequence of  the third chain (41).

Triple-helical stability. The triple-helical stability was calculated via the “collagen stability calculator” (42).
Crystallization, data collection, and structure determination. Screening for crystallization conditions was 

performed in sitting-drop vapor diffusion mode at 293 K using PACT and PEGs sparse matrix screens 
(NeXtal, Qiagen), with 0.3-μl drops pipetted by a robot being equilibrated against 60-μl reservoirs. Crystals 
usually appeared under several conditions within 1–2 days. Details regarding the crystallization condition 
for each complex are provided in the Supplemental Methods.
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All crystals were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen prior to data collection at 100 K at the synchrotron 
beamlines listed in Table 3. Data were indexed and integrated on site with the respective autoprocessing 
pipelines XIA2-3d (43–48) or XDSapp (49) and scaled with AIMLESS from the CCP4 suite of  programs 
(50). The crystals belong to space groups P1, P21, or P212121, which always contained 8 copies of  the 
ACC1Fab-peptide complex per asymmetric unit.

Initial phases were obtained by molecular replacement using preliminary data collected for the 
ACC1+C1-CIT365-L complex (for which only low-occupancy peptide binding was observed), the 
program PHASER (51), and crystal structures of  the heavy and light chain constant domain, and 
variable domain dimers of  the mouse anti-c-myc antibody 9E10 Fab fragment (PDB code 2OR9, ref. 
52) were used as search models. Gradually improving models of  the ACC1Fab were then used to solve 
all subsequent ACC1Fab complex structures by molecular replacement. Manual model building using 
COOT (53) was alternated with TLS and restrained refinement in REFMAC5 (54). A set of  4.9%–5% 
randomly selected reflections was used to monitor Rfree. Water molecules were added in COOT for 
some of  the complexes. Data collection and refinement statistics are provided in Table 3. Most of  the 
heavy-chain and light-chain copies of  the final models contain residues 1–218, but several of  them are 
either shorter (at N- or C-terminus) or extended (at the C-terminal end) by 1–2 residues, depending 
on the visibility of  the termini in the electron density map. Furthermore, residues 132–136 of  the 
heavy chain are often poorly resolved and thus not always modeled. The observed electron density 
for the peptide varies by a few residues from the 8 copies present in the asymmetric unit for each of  
the respective complexes (the maximal extent is indicated in Table 2 by underlining). In several of  the 
ACC1Fab-peptide complex structures 2–3 of  the Fab copies show poorer electron density, considerably 
higher B-factors, and larger backbone RMSD deviations than the remaining copies, most likely indi-
cating poorer packing in the crystal lattice. A higher peak of  electron density near the guanidinium 
group of  the conserved peptide arginine residue indicates the presence of  a counter ion, which could, 
however, not be identified and was thus not modeled, aside from the ACC1Fab-CII616-639-CIT com-
plex. All models had good stereochemistry, with >97% of  the residues in the most favored regions 
of  the Ramachandran plot (Table 3). Molecular surfaces were analyzed with the Protein Interfaces, 
Surfaces, and Assemblies Service at the European Bioinformatics Institute (55), and elbow angles were 
analyzed with RBOW (56). Least-square fitting, as implemented in COOT, was used for structure com-
parisons and RMSD calculations (53). Figures were prepared with PyMol (57). The crystallographic 
coordinates and structure factors of  the ACC1Fab-peptide complexes have been deposited in the Protein 
Data Bank with the accession codes 5MU0 (C1-CIT365-L), 5MUB (C1-CIT365-T), 5MU2 (CII583-
591 in P212121), 5MV3 (CII583-591 in P1), and 5MV4 (CII616-639-CIT).

Statistics. For the arthritis experiments, quantitative data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Arthritis inci-
dence was analyzed using Fisher’s exact test, and comparison of  severity was performed using the non-
parametric Mann-Whitney U test. Differences with P values of  less than 0.05 were considered statistically 
significant. R and various R packages were used for data analysis and statistics for Luminex data (58). The 
nonparametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test was applied for statistical analysis of  differences in MFI values 
obtained for comparisons of  RA patients and healthy controls. Reactivity of  a peptide was considered 
positive if  the MFI value was above an MFI threshold set as the median plus 5 × MAD (median absolute 
deviation) of  the MFI values obtained for the healthy control.

Study approval. Informed consent was obtained from patients and healthy controls, and the study 
protocol was approved by the regional ethics review board in Linköping. Human cartilage samples were 
obtained from RA patients experiencing synovectomy, knee replacement, or finger joint replacement. Eth-
ics approval was obtained from the institutional review board at University Hospital Frankfurt am Main, 
and informed consent was also obtained from all patients. The animal experiments were approved by the 
Stockholm Ethical Committee (N490/12, H2014-483) and the national Animal Experiment Board in Fin-
land (ESAVI/439/04.10.07/2017).
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